
Unleash your inner
adventurer.
Feel at one with the waves. Styled in an iconic vibrant

Deep Purplish Blue Metallic with sleek graphics, the

JetBlaster has been built with excitement at its core.

Racy looks, nimble handling with RiDE® control

technology and strong power-to-weight performance

make it the perfect partner for serious fun.

Excellence in engineering and great build quality de ne

every Yamaha WaveRunner, and the JetBlaster is no

exception. From advanced materials like the NanoXcel2

hull to the marvellous TR-1® High Output engine, you've

got a machine made for adventure.

The JetBlaster has a range of features that make it ideal

for freestyle riding. From stabilising foot chocks to an

ergonomic handlebar and round grip handle, it's

designed to guarantee adrenaline seekers exciting

agility and user-friendly handling to quickly conquer the

waves. Even for less experienced riders.

NanoXcel2 hull and body which is

robust and lightweight

Wide, curved handle bar for unique

riding style

Round grip provides greater

connected feeling

Foot chokes support advanced moves

Electric trim for on the go adjustment

Small, compact switch box
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Unleash your inner adventurer.
The JetBlaster is pure fun personi ed. Styled in an iconic vibrant Deep Purplish Blue Metallic with

sleek graphics, the JetBlaster is simply stunning. An outstanding blend between a top-quality engine

and a great power-to-weight ratio guarantee adrenaline seekers exciting agility and user-friendly

handling to quickly conquer the waves.

Our JetBlaster is ready for fun and exciting riding, with foot chocks enabling near-instant mastery of

tricks,  icks and stunts, a handlebar that's purpose-built for slick moves, and an enhanced electric

trim for easy control and instant grati cation.

We have crafted the JetBlaster's high-quality hull and deck from NanoXcel2®, making it both strong

and lightweight. Fuse this with a TR-1® High Output engine and power-to-weight ratio, and you get

some serious thrill-seeking potential.
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TR-1® High Output 1,049cc,
three-cylinder engine

The JetBlaster® is powered by our

innovative three-cylinder engine, the 1,049cc

High Output TR-1®. This remarkably

compact and lightweight unit packs a real

punch, and o ers lively acceleration and

great top-end power, plus economy and

reliability. A great power-to-weight ratio

means you get thrilling speed and agile

handling.

Custom designed handlebar and
chocks

The JetBlaster's handlebars have been

designed with a smooth, curved shape,

providing intuitive support for a unique riding

style. Foot chocks allow you to easily adjust

your weight, opening up a more playful

freestyle ride.

Lightweight hull and body for top
performance

Made possible by Yamaha’s unique materials

technology, NanoXcel2® is an impressive 18%

lighter than our revolutionary NanoXcel® yet

just as rigid and strong. It maximises the

exciting performance of the JetBlaster,

helping it deliver its superb acceleration and

even sharper cornering.

Storage as standard

Take everything with you, as standard. The

JetBlaster o ers wet storage in the bow for

tow lines beach games and more. Underseat

storage provides a spacious and handy

location for all your adventure essentials.

The glove box provides easy access to your

shades, snacks and other bits you need to

have to hand.

Performance-inspired electric
trim

Adjust the height of the bow on the go.

Raise the bow to reduce water spray and

nose-diving, then dip down low for more grip

in the corners. A smoother, more skilful ride

is just a touch away.

A modern classic

Own a modern twist on a classic, with

heritage Yamaha styling and characteristics.

The JetBlaster features modern graphics,

advanced engineering and uncompromising

build quality. It looks every bit as good as it

feels to ride.
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Engine

Engine type
3-cylinder, 4-stroke TR-1 High Output Yamaha Marine
Engine

Lubrication system Dry sump
Supercharger No
Displacement 1,049cc
Bore x stroke 82mm × 66.2mm
Compression ratio 11.0 : 1
Pump type 144mm axial  ow
Fuel Unleaded Regular Gasoline
Fuel supply system Electronic Fuel Injection
Fuel capacity 50L
Oil capacity 3.5L

Dimensions

Length 3.14m
Width 1.13m
Height 1.15m
Dry weight 249kg

Features

Storage capacity 29L
Rider capacity 1-3 persons
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The unit depicted in these images is equipped with optional Yamaha Genuine Accessories.

All information in this brochure is given for general guidance only and is subject to change without prior

notice. We should all exercise POWER WITH RESPONSIBILITY and help preserve the great sporting

opportunities and enjoyment we all derive from our involvement with personal watercraft. You must

recognise too, that your Yamaha WaveRunner is actually a boat, so please learn and follow all the rules of

the sea and waterways, take professional instruction where possible, and obey local rules and

regulations, which may di er greatly from area to area. The photographs featured show boats being

driven by professionals and no recommendation or guidance in respect of safe operation or style of use is

intended or implied by the publication of any of these images. Read all instruction materials carefully

before setting out and ALWAYS wear recommended protective clothing and a life preserver or lifejacket

when boating. NEVER DRINK AND RIDE.
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